Tri-layered elastomeric scaffolds for engineering heart valve leaflets
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ABSTRACT

Tissue engineered heart valves (TEHVs) that can grow and remodel have the potential to serve as permanent replacements of the current non-viable prosthetic valves particularly for pediatric patients. A major challenge in designing functional TEHVs is to mimic both structural and anisotropic mechanical characteristics of the native valve leaflets. To establish a more biomimetic model of TEHV, we fabricated tri-layered scaffolds by combining electrospinning and microfabrication techniques. These constructs were fabricated by assembling microfabricated poly(γ-glycerol sebacate) (PGS) and fibrous PGS/poly(-caprolactone) (PCL) electrospun sheets to develop elastic scaffolds with tunable anisotropic mechanical properties similar to the mechanical characteristics of the native heart valves. The engineered scaffolds supported the growth of valvular interstitial cells (VICs) and mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) within the 3D structure and promoted the deposition of heart valve extracellular matrix (ECM). MSCs were also organized and aligned along the anisotropic axes of the engineered tri-layered scaffolds. In addition, the fabricated constructs opened and closed properly in an ex vivo model of porcine heart valve leaflet tissue replacement. The engineered tri-layered scaffolds have the potential for successful translation towards TEHV replacements.

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Current approaches for heart valve replacements including advanced bioprosthetic and mechanical heart valves are lifesaving in adults suffering from valvular disease. However, there are several limitations associated with currently available heart valve prostheses. Mechanical valves are thrombogenic and require patients to undergo lifelong anticoagulation therapies [1–4]. Bioprosthetic heart valves have limited durability because of their susceptibility to degradation and calcification [3,5]. An important additional drawback for pediatric patient with valvular diseases is the inability of these replacement valves to grow in vivo with the patients, which may result in multiple operations. Autologous tissue engineered heart valves (TEHVs) aim to overcome these limitations by creating living, non-cytotoxic, mechanically analogous heart valve replacements that are able to grow and remodel with the patient [6–12]. Heart valves primarily consist of valvular interstitial cells (VICs) that are surrounded by an endothelial monolayer [13]. The extracellular matrix (ECM) of heart valve leaflets is a complex three-dimensional (3D) tissue, consisting of three interconnected layers; the zona fibrosa, the zona spongiosa and the zona ventricularis, with collagen, glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) and elastin.
representing the predominant ECM component in these three respective layers [13]. This intricate ECM layered architecture dictates the anisotropic mechanical characteristics of valve leaflets [14–17]. More specifically, leaflet mechanical stiffness and elasticity are attributed to the surface fibrous layers; zona fibrosa and zona ventricularis [18]. Since valve leaflet function is dependent on this structure, ideally, engineered scaffolds should (a) resemble the native tissue microstructure [14,19], (b) match native mechanical properties and retain anisotropy [16,20], (c) have elastic characteristics in deformation similar to native tissue [21,22], and finally (d) possess a controlled degradation rate that preserves structural integrity while providing support for adequate tissue formation [23] but ultimately do not prevent tissue growth.

A typical TEHV approach is to seed natural [24,25] or synthetic scaffolds with cells [7,23,26–29], culture them in static or in vitro environments or in bioreactors simulating tissue growth with physiological hemodynamics [30–33], and then implant the cell-seeded constructs in vivo [7,11,30]. Various cell sources such as vascular-derived smooth muscle cells [33], MSCs [34], VICS [23,29,35], and fibroblasts [28] have been utilized to engineer functional TEHV. Previous studies have aimed to create scaffolds, which mimic the structural complexity of the native tissues and provide an appropriate environment for cellular growth and tissue ECM generation [7,8,24,26,28,29]. However, some of the drawbacks associated with these engineered scaffolds have prevented them from successful translation to in vivo models. These limitations include non-physiological stiffness (e.g. non-woven scaffolds) [7,23,36], lack of anisotropic characteristics (e.g. homogeneous fibrin gels or fibrous scaffolds comprising of random fibers) [10,23,25,26,37], inappropriate micro-architecture (e.g. non-fibrous scaffolds) [27–29], plastic deformation under stress [23,38] and a lack of sutureability (e.g. hydrogel based scaffolds and micro-fabricated scaffolds) [24,39]. Biodegradable elastomers have been synthesized for cardiovascular tissue engineering for their potential to withstand physiological cyclic loads and viscoelastic properties resembling native tissues [22,40–46]. Among these, poly(glycerol sebacate) (PGS) has been employed extensively due to its elasticity, biocompatibility and controlled degradation rate [28,29,47,48]. However, the elastic modulus of PGS varies between 0.18 and 1.5 MPa depending on curing conditions (time and temperature) and scaffold structure [28,48,49], which is considerably lower than the native leaflet stiffness (4–8 MPa) [18,29].

Previously, fibroblast and VIC seeded microfabricated PGS scaffolds, with diamond-shaped pores, provided adequate anisotropy matching native leaflet properties while supporting tissue formation and ECM deposition [28,29]. However, these constructs lacked a fibrous structure, and the existence of micropores limited their sutureability, impeding their applications in in vivo studies. To resemble the fibrous structure of native tissues, we recently fabricated electrospun fibrous PGS/poly(caprolactone) (PCL) scaffolds with anisotropic and tunable mechanical properties, including aligned fibers that matched the stiffness of native tissues [38,50]. However, the stress–strain curves for electrospun PGS/PCL scaffolds demonstrated large creep deformation. In addition, the small pores in these scaffolds (pore size <8 μm) prevented cell migration and ECM deposition through their 3D structures, which limited the formation of 3D tissue constructs [38,50].

Here we aimed to fabricate biomimetic tri-layered elastic scaffold with anisotropic properties similar to the structure and mechanics of the native leaflets. A semi-automated layer-by-layer assembly was applied to fabricate this 3D construct with tunable mechanical properties. We hypothesized that combining PGS/PCL microfibers and microfabricated PGS in a tri-layered construct would provide both elasticity and anisotropy that mimics the structural and mechanical properties of native leaflets while simultaneously supporting controlled cellular growth and tissue formation with controlled architecture. This approach could have the potential for successful translation towards a TEHV replacement.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Fabrication and assembly of tri-layered scaffolds

2.1.1. Polymer synthesis

PGS pre-polymer was synthesized through polycondensation of glycerol and sebacic acid (1:1 molar ratio) by using previously described procedures by Wang et al. [43]. Briefly, sebacic acid and glycerol with 1:1 molar ratio were reacted at 120 °C in high vacuum (~6.5 Pa) for 24 h to synthesize PGS pre-polymer.

2.1.2. PCS micromolding

The fabric process used to design the PGS scaffolds, consisting of 2:1 aspect ratio diamond shape pores with approximately 75 μm-thick struts, was previously described in detail [29]. The mold was made from an ultra-high temperature machinable glass–mica ceramic sheet (0.5″ thick, 2″ × 2″, McMaster-Carr, Elmhurst, IL). The design was cut through the ceramic sheets using a dicing cutter machine (Kulicke & Sofya Industries, Inc., Fort Washington, PA) with a 90 μm wide saw blade. PGS pre-polymer was then melted around the edges of the ceramic mold and allowed to flow into the channels of the fabricated mold. The PGS pre-polymer was then cured in a vacuum oven under high vacuum (~6.5 Pa) at 160 °C for 8 h. A razor blade was used to cut the fabricated ceramic part away from the bottom sheet to release the polymer scaffold with a 300 μm thick from the ceramic sheet. Prior to the electrosprinning process, scaffolds were treated with oxygen plasma cleaner to improve adhesion of fibers on the scaffold layers (100 W for 30 s for each sides using Harrick Plasma (Ithaca, NY)) (Fig. 1A).

2.1.3. Electrosprinning and layer by layer assembly

A directional electrosprinning system was employed to spin the pre-polymers into sheets. The pre-polymer mixture was pushed from a syringe pump at a flow rate of 2 ml/h and 18 kV. The distance from the tip of the gauge needle to the microfabricated scaffolds was set at 18 cm. The microfabricated PGS was placed between two aluminum electrodes (separated by 1.5 cm) and aligned fibers were created between two grounded electrodes for approximately 15 min on either side. The tri-layered scaffolds were then desiccated in a vacuum chamber overnight for solvent evaporation before further characterization (Fig. 1B). The fabricated construct resembled the native leaflets tri-layered structure shown in Fig. 1C.

2.2. Valve leaflet dissection and VICs/MSCs isolation

Leaflets were aseptically excised from fresh sheep hearts, obtained from the Animal Research Facility (ARCH) in Children’s Hospital (Boston, MA) under an official review panel approved protocol. Individual leaflets were excised and rinsed thoroughly in a 2% (v/v) solution of antibiotic–antimycotic in Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) to remove any remaining blood cells. The samples were cut in circumferential and radial directions for further mechanical characterization. The remaining tissues were used for VIC isolation or frozen for biochemical assays.

Bone marrow samples were obtained from sheep femurs in ARCH. Prior to the isolation process the samples were preserved in isolation buffer (ACD solution and heparin sulfate (American Pharmaceutical Partners)) on ice. 15 ml of Ficoll–Paque Plus (Amersham Pharmacia) was added to each 50 ml Accuspin tube (Sigma–Aldrich, A2055) and spun for 1 min (1200 rpm) to sediment the Ficoll solution (HBSS, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) to remove any remaining blood cells. The culture medium for 10 min and the mononuclear cell layer was collected with a syringe and transferred into 50 ml conical tubes on ice. Every 10 ml of collected cells were mixed with 5 ml isolation buffer. The cell pellet was obtained following two sequential spinning and resuspension cycles in isolation buffer. The cells were then ready for cultivation and further harvest.

Pulmonary VICS were isolated as described previously by collagenase digestion [29]. Briefly, the leaflets were wiped with sterile gauze to remove the valvular endothelial cells. VICS were then isolated through digestion of the leaflet tissue in a solution of 0.5% (w/v) type I collagenase (Worthington Biochemical) in HBSS at 37 °C for 6 h. The digested tissues were then centrifuged at 10000 × g for 10 min and the isolated cells were then resuspended and expanded in culture medium of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum and 1% (v/v) antibiotic (pen/strep).

2.2.1. Cell seeding

Cell culture medium for cell seeding scaffolds were first sterilized by soaking in 70% (v/v) ethanol for 30 min followed by high intensity UV exposure (800 mW) for 5 min on each side. The scaffolds were then soaked in culture medium for 2 days prior to seeding to improve cell attachment. Each scaffold was then placed into a sterile-vented 50 ml bioreactor tube (TPP Techno Plastic Products AG, Trasadingen, Switzerland). Confluent sheets of sheep pulmonary VICS and MSCs were trypsinized (0.25% (w/v) trypsin, 1 mM EDTA; Invitrogen) and resuspended...
in culture medium such that 8 ml of cell solution was added to each 50 ml tube resulting in a cell density of approximately $1 \times 10^6$ cells/cm$^2$. The tubes were then rotated for 24 h inside an incubator at 37 °C and 5% CO$_2$. After cell attachment, the scaffolds were placed in the individual wells of a non-adhesive 6 well plate (Costar Ultra Low Attachment;Coming, NY) and were subjected to static cell seeding by applying approximately $1 \times 10^5$ cells/220 µl media on either side of each scaffold.

2.3. Mechanical testing

Native tissues, single and tri-layered scaffolds were tested by using a uniaxial mechanical Instron machine (Model 5542, Norwood, MA) to characterize the scaffolds and tissues mechanical properties. Samples were cut into 15 mm by 5 mm rectangular strips. Geometry data were imported in the Blue Hill mechanical testing software and samples were stretched to failure using a 10 N load cell to measure the reaction force. The samples were loaded at a 7 mm/min extension rate. For the native pulmonary valve (PV) and aortic valve (AV) tissues, we measured the strain-to-failure were measured for the native tissues. To ignored the plastic tangent modulus (i.e. the modulus in the steepest region of the stress-strain curve), yield stress ($\sigma_Y$) (stress at which the material begins to deform plastically) and yield strain ($\varepsilon_Y$) (strain representing yield stress) were measured and considered in comparison study.

2.4. DNA, collagen and GAG assays

Samples (~2.5 mm by 2.5 mm) were cut from the cell-seeded scaffolds and weighed prior to the extraction of the ECM. The Sircol$^\text{TM}$ collagen assay kit (Biocolor Ltd., United Kingdom) was used as per the manufacturer’s protocol to quantify the collagen content that was synthesized following the 2 and 4 weeks of cultivation. In order to extract the collagen, samples were placed in PCR tubes in 100 µl of extraction solution (0.5 M acetic acid and 1 mg/ml pepsin A in water) overnight on an orbital rocker at room temperature. GAGs were extracted utilizing the Sircol $^\text{TM}$ assay kits using a Genesys 20 spectrophotometer (Thermo Spectronic, Rochester, NY). Brieﬂy, the samples were soaked in a 1 ml solution of 4 M guanidine-HCl and 0.5 M sodium acetate overnight at 2–8 °C. Following the extraction steps, ECM proteins (collagen and GAG content) were measured according to the protocol provided with the Sircol$^\text{TM}$ assay kits using a Genesys 20 spectrophotometer (Thermo Spectronic, Rochester, NY) to determine the content.

DNA content was quantified on fibrous, microfabricated and tri-layered scaffolds at each specific point time using a PicoGreen dsDNA quantification kit (Invitrogen) per manufacturer’s instruction using a Spectramax Gemini XS plate reader (Molecular Devices, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA). Samples (~2 mm by 2 mm) were first cut from the cell-seeded scaffolds and weighed. The samples were then incubated in microcentrifuge tubes with 1 ml of buffered papain solution at 0.125 mg/ml concentration (DNA extraction solution) for 16 h in a 60 °C water bath before performing the Picogreen assay.

2.5. Histology and immunostaining

Samples were first fixed in 4% (v/v) paraformaldehyde for 30 min, then rinsed in PBS, and stored in 30% (w/v) sucrose solution at 4 °C overnight. Then samples were then rinsed with PBS and embedded in optimum cutting temperate (OCT) medium (Finetek). Cryosections of 10 µm were cut and stored at −20 °C. Sections were thawed for 30 min before performing hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining for general morphology. To visualize myofibroblast-like differentiation, cell-seeded scaffold sections were stained for alpha smooth muscle actin (α-SMA, mouse monoclonal 1A4, Dako) using immunofluorescence. Normal horse serum (4%) was used as a blocking solution. AlexaFluor 488 labeled secondary goat-anti-mouse (Invitrogen) served as the secondary antibody. Sections were coverslipped with DAPI-containing Vectashield mounting media (Vector Laboratories, Inc., Burlingame, CA) to counterstain the nuclei. Images were taken with a Nikon Eclipse microscope equipped with a digital camera (Nikon Instruments, Melville, NY).

The cell-seeded scaffolds were prepared for nuclei and F-actin visualization. Samples were first rinsed in HBSS and then fixed in 10% (v/v) neutral buffered formalin (Sigma) for 20 min. The samples were then allowed to incubate at room temperature for 2 h in 0.2% (v/v) Triton X-100 (Sigma) in HBSS. The samples were then rinsed 3 times for 5 min each in 0.05% (v/v) Triton X-100 in HBSS and then blocked in 1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin and 0.01% (w/v) Triton X-100 in HBSS for 2 h. Once the blocking was complete, samples were incubated for 3 h in AlexaFluor 488-phalloidin 1:40 (v/v) dilution of stock solution in 1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin and 0.01% (v/v) Triton X-100 in HBSS. The scaffolds were then rinsed 5 times for 5 min each in HBBS and stored in the refrigerator overnight. The samples were then placed on glass slides and covered with a drop of Vectashield mounting media with DAPI to counterstain cell nuclei.

2.6. Thrombogenicity assay

Human platelet rich plasma concentrates with approximately $1 \times 10^8$ platelets/ml were used (Zentith, Inc., NC). The platelets were spun down in 50 ml tubes (2700 rpm for 5 min). The pellet was resuspended in 500 µl of media which led to a concentration of about $1 \times 10^6$ platelets/ml. Scaffolds were washed with PBS and placed in 12 well plates. Samples were submerged in 400 µl of the platelet solution for 1 h on a rocker in an incubator. Following the soaking process, samples were washed with PBS, fixed in 10% formalin for 20 min and immunohistology was conducted as described above using anti-human CD41 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).
were regarded to indicate significance. Two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's post-hoc tests were conducted. P values < 0.05 were regarded to indicate significance (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001).

3. Results and discussion

Native tissues have complex 3D structures with several interconnected layers whose architecture dictates their mechanical characteristics and functionality, e.g. myocardial tissue featuring unique collagen architecture in the ventricular wall [51,52] or the brous layers of heart valve leaflets. Anisotropic mechanical properties of the native tissue is one of the most important characteristics that directly influences their functionality. Essentially, the alignment of the fibers in the ECM determines the anisotropic characteristics of the tissues. For instance, dense collagen bundles and elastin network are oriented in the circumferential direction in myocardium and heart valve leaflets. Consequently, these tissues are stiffer in the circumferential direction and more deformable in the radial. On the opposite, arterial blood vessels exhibit higher stiffness in the radial than in the circumferential direction to allow for compensation of the pulsatile blood flow without relevant deformation in the radial direction. These examples underline the importance of ECM architecture to define the mechanical characteristics and fulfill the functional requirements for different tissues. In this study, we attempt to fabricate a polymer-based tri-layered scaffold, which mimics the architecture and mechanical properties of the native heart valve for engineering a functional synthetic leaflet.

3.1. Scaffolds architecture and mechanics

The mechanical and architectural properties of scaffolds play a key role in cellular attachment, growth, alignment and consequently construct functionality. Previous studies have used different fabrication techniques, including micromolding and laser ablation, to create scaffolds that controlled cellular alignment in the engineered constructs while mimicking the anisotropic mechanics of the native tissues [48,51]. High resolution stereolithography [53] and replica molding were also used to fabricate non-woven scaffolds with appropriate pore shapes from poly(glycolic acid)/poly(lactic acid) (PGA/PLA) [27]. Similar patterns were fabricated by laser microablation on PGS membranes for TEHV, exhibiting anisotropy due to the unique pore structure [28,48]. 3D layer assembly methods have also been used to generate 3D tissue constructs with appropriate anisotropic characteristics to guide tissue formation [51,53–55]. To mimic the fibrous structure of native tissues, electrospinning, wet spinning and melt spinning techniques have been used to create fibrous scaffolds [56]. Although recent technologies were successfully employed to engineer scaffolds with tunable mechanical properties, there have been limited number of studies on the control of mechanical and architectural characteristics of engineered scaffolds simultaneously to create functional tissue constructs.

3.1.1. Architecture

Tri-layered scaffolds, resembling native leaflet tissue layers, were fabricated using micromolding and electrospinning techniques. Using both micromolding and electrospinning techniques, enabled us to combine the respective strengths of the separate PGS and PCL materials in engineering different layers of 3D constructs. We then applied an automatic procedure to assemble the 3D construct with tunable architecture. A microfabricated PGS layer was first fabricated using a micromolding technique (Fig. 1A) [29] which resulted in the formation of anisotropic PGS scaffolds with unique diamond pore geometries as shown in ESEM images in Fig. 2A–B. The low molecular weight of PGS impairs the ability to electrospinning pure PGS to create a fibrous structure. In comparison, PCL demonstrates higher mechanical stiffness and facilitates electrospinning procedure, but provides a less convenient environment for cellular growth [23,57]. Therefore, mixing these polymers results in the formation structure with appropriate biocompatibility and mechanical strength analogous to the native leaflets.

Following PGS microfabrication, a directional electrospinning technique was used to generate aligned PGS/PCL fibers on either side of the microfabricated PGS scaffolds (Fig. 1B), resembling the layered structure of native leaflets (i.e. the zona fibrosa, the zona spongiosa and the zona ventricularis) (Fig. 1C). ESEM images of the aligned fibrous PGS/PCL scaffolds and the cross-section of the tri-layered scaffold are depicted in Fig. 2C and D, respectively. The preferred direction of the fibers is parallel to the diamond long axis (PD) and XD is the orthogonal direction. As demonstrated by ESEM images at higher magnification (Fig. 2E–F), fibers, covering the microfabricated PGS layer, provided homogeneous interpenetrating porous networks in the structure of microfabricated PGS. This aligned network enhanced structural integrity of the tri-layered scaffold while preserving the anisotropic characteristics of the microfabricated PGS scaffolds. Various layer-by-layer assembly methods have been previously described to generate 3D porous structures by using manual stacking or even more complicated technologies to control the bonding procedure [29,51,54,58]. Here, we applied directional electrospinning between two parallel electrodes [59] to cover both sides of the microfabricated PGS layer with aligned PGS/PCL fibers. This process eliminated the use of complex stacking or any requirement for bonding technologies. In addition, we were able to achieve strong bonding between the layers by electrospinning directly on the plasma-treated microfabricated PGS scaffolds [54], which overcame layer delamination, mainly associated with layer-by-layer assembly techniques.

3.1.2. Mechanics

One of the fundamental requirements for scaffolds in tissue engineering application is to provide mechanical support, while
allowing for cellular in-growth and tissue formation [16,23]. The effect of scaffold degradation on mechanical properties during tissue formation is an important factor that should be considered in clinical translation of tissue engineered constructs [23,29,48]. In the present study, we evaluated the degradation and changes in mechanical properties of the engineered scaffolds by incubating the unseeded constructs for 4 weeks in DMEM at 37 °C. These scaffolds were 1) microfabricated PGS with diamond pores, 2) electrospun PGS/PCL fibers and 3) the tri-layered composite of microfabricated PGS surrounded by aligned fibers of electrospun PGS/PCL. Initial stiffness (tensile modulus; \( E \)), yield stress (\( Y_s \)) and yield strain (\( Y_\varepsilon \)) (strain representing the plastic deformation) were measured at 0, 2 and 4 weeks of incubation (Fig. 3A). Lower stiffness and strength corresponding with higher elasticity (elongation) of the scaffolds were an indication of degradation and loss of mechanical strength (for tri-layered construct; \( E_{\text{init.}} = 3.02 \pm 0.59 \text{ vs. } E_{\text{4wk.}} = 1.63 \pm 0.36 \text{ MPa}, (P < 0.001) \) \( Y_{\text{init.}} = 0.60 \pm 0.08 \text{ vs. } Y_{\text{4wk.}} = 0.93 \pm 0.15 \text{ MPa}, (P < 0.001) \)). The highest rate of degradation was obtained for the microfabricated PGS scaffolds and the lowest for the fibrous PGS/PCL scaffolds (45% loss of stiffness for PGS scaffolds vs. 20% stiffness reduction for PGS/PCL fibrous scaffolds). These results are consistent with reported data from recent studies where PCL had a resident time in vivo on the order of 2–4 years whereas for PGS, it was weeks to months [47,60,61]. Cyclic tensile testing was performed to evaluate the reversible deformation and elastic characteristics of the tri-layered scaffolds compared to the native tissue leaflets (Fig. 3D). The energy loss of the fabricated tri-layered scaffolds was calculated to be about 32% which was comparable with the native leaflet’s energy loss (27%) obtained following cyclic tensile loading test (up to 30% strain corresponding with native tissue strain amplitude during diastole). Representative stress–strain curves for fibrous PGS/PCL, microfabricated PGS scaffolds and tri-layered composites are depicted in Fig. 3E. Generally, for a material that experiences creep deformation following a linear trend in the stress–strain curve, the yield stress would be the point that defines the strain amplitude at which the material deforms permanently and loses its deformation recovery ability [17,18]. Due to the presence of PCL, a highly plastic material, the tri-layered scaffolds and the fibrous PGS/PCL scaffolds underwent only small deformation up to a certain strain, termed the yield point [38]. Therefore, it is essential to consider only the linear portion of the stress–strain curve for the scaffolds that were able to recover during the stresses expected in the mammalian circulation. Consequently, for the scaffolds containing PCL, \( Y_s \) and \( Y_\varepsilon \) were
obtained as shown in Fig. 3E in addition to the initial tangent modulus (E). However, since PGS is an elastic material with linear stress–strain curves [43,48], the mechanical properties for micro-fabricated PGS scaffolds represented the initial tangent modulus (E), ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and strain to failure (εf). In addition, the different trend representative stress–strain curves for tri-layered composite containing aligned fibers and micro-fabricated PGS, depicted in both PD and XD directions, confirmed the anisotropic characteristic of the designed constructs (Fig. 3F) described in detail later.

Uniaxial tensile tests were performed to measure the mechanical properties of the native leaflets tissues (Fig. 4). Due to the cramped structure of collagen fibers in the native leaflets (both PV and AV), a non-linear trend of stress–strain curves were obtained. As shown in the graphs, less force was required initially to stretch the leaflets up to the point where the collagen fibers straightened (up to approximately 15–20% strain, initial region of the trend) (Fig. 4C). Once past this initial region and following the transient region, where the native collagen fibers were completely straight, higher force was required to further deform and stretch the leaflets, resulting in a sudden increase in the slope of the stress–strain curve (known as peak tangent) (Fig. 4C–D). The tangent modulus of native tissues in these three regions was also calculated and presented for AV and PV leaflets (in both circumferential and radial direction) in Fig. 4E–F, as are UTS and εf of the leaflets in Fig. 4G–H. These results demonstrate that leaflets are anisotropic as normal leaflet opening and closing during blood circulation are also dependent on the anisotropic mechanical characteristics of the leaflet [3,29]. These data were compared with engineered composite’s anisotropy (Fig. 5A). Although the tri-layered scaffolds were highly anisotropic compared to existing TEHV constructs, the stiffness anisotropy obtained for these scaffolds (E(CIRC/RAD): ~6) was lower than native PV values (E(CIRC/RAD): ~10). This finding could be due to the presence of dense collagen networks in AV and PV. However, the strength anisotropy of the fabricated tri-layered scaffolds was similar to the native tissue UTS anisotropy (UTS(PD): 6 vs. UTS(CIRC/RAD): 6.3). A suture retention test was also performed on both native pulmonary artery (PA) and fibrous scaffolds and similar results were obtained for the sutured scaffolds and native tissues (Fig. 5B–C) where the sutured material ruptured at 0.85 ± 0.15 MPa while the native PA ruptured at 0.46 ± 0.21 MPa.

3.2. Tissue development

3.2.1. Mechanical properties following tissue formation

The fabricated scaffolds were seeded with sheep MSCs for up to 4 weeks and the mechanical properties of the cell-seeded tri-layered scaffolds were tested after 2 and 4 weeks of culture. A comparison between E, Yr and Ye of the tri-layered cell-seeded (Table 1) and unseeded scaffolds (Fig. 2A–C) showed that MSC-seeded scaffolds, following 4 weeks of cultivation, either retained or exceeded the E and Ye obtained at the initial time of culture (in PD direction; Einit: 3.02 ± 0.58 MPa vs. E4wk: 2.83 ± 0.32 MPa and Yeinit: 0.59 ± 0.15 MPa vs. Ye4wk: 0.63 ± 0.09 MPa). The unseeded control scaffolds demonstrated ~20% (2wk) and ~35% (4wk) loss in E and ~5% (2wk) and ~15% (4wk) decrease in Ye values with respect to initial properties. These changes in mechanical properties appeared to be compensated by progressive production of ECM proteins by the cells on the seeded constructs. These results are in line with the previous studies demonstrating the positive effect of collagen secretion on the scaffold stiffness [29,33].

The mechanical properties of tri-layered scaffolds, following 4 weeks of culture, were also compared to the mechanical characteristics of the native tissues (Fig. 6A–C). The stiffness of the transient region of the native tissue in stress–strain curve was considered for comparison based on the strain deformation and stress amplitude that native tissues experience in vivo. The initial stiffness of the material matched the transient stiffness of the native tissues, particularly for PV leaflets (E(scaffolds/PD): 2.83 ± 0.32 vs. E(AV/CIRC): 3.84 ± 0.06 and E(CIRC/RAD):
2.55 ± 0.34 MPa) (Fig. 6A). Although, the scaffold’s yield stress was lower than native tissue’s UTS, that value is much higher than the stress that native tissue experience following 30% deformation in diastole (here defined as $\sigma_{30\%}$) (Fig. 6B). Physiologically, this is the stress/tension that native AV and PV experience during the opening and closing cycle and stress distribution on the tissue would not reach UTS levels, measured according to the blood flow pressure described in the equation (1) (calculation for PA):

$$p \times r = 2t \times T$$

where $p$ is the diastolic pressure of 20 mmHg, $r$ is the PA diameter of 25 mm and $t$ is the leaflet thickness of 300 μm [29]. Using this equation, the stress amplitude on the leaflet (tension, $T$) is $\sim 65$ kPa which is remarkably lower than the scaffold tolerance, $\sigma_0$ ($0.63 \pm 0.09$ MPa) or even the native leaflet stress at 30% strain ($\sigma_{30\%}$) ($\sim 400$ kPa) in circumferential direction measured from the stress-strain graph that has been compared with. During the normal circulation, the native leaflets stretch to about 25% strain during opening and closing. Thus, they are exposed to relatively low stress values, which can be derived from the stress–strain trend of native leaflets and the equation above (in the order of 0.1 MPa for PV and 0.25 MPa for AV). Tri-layered scaffolds were cultured with both sheep MSCs and VICs separately to assess the tissue formation and changes in the mechanical properties following 2 and 4 weeks cultivation. No significant differences were observed between the mechanical properties of MSC- vs. VIC-seeded scaffolds as shown in Fig. 6D.

3.2.2. Biochemical assays

To demonstrate the potential of our construct to support ECM formation, biochemical assays were performed following 1, 2, 3 and 4 weeks of MSC cultivation to measure DNA, collagen and GAG content in the scaffolds (Fig. 7A–C). We compared ECM protein deposition and DNA accumulation on fibrous PGS/PCL scaffolds, microfabricated PGS scaffolds, and the tri-layered composites with the values obtained from native AV and PV. The extracted total collagen, GAG and DNA from AV and PV did not differ considerably. However, mean collagen/DNA values (Supplementary IA) were slightly higher in mature AV compared to PV, which is consistent with the higher stiffness of AV leaflets (Fig. 4). This could be due to the higher blood pressure in the left ventricular outflow tract in which the AV resides [29].
DNA content increased in scaffolds during the 4 weeks of culture, confirming MSC proliferation. The highest DNA content after 4 weeks of cultivation was found in the microfabricated scaffolds with large diamond-shaped pores. Interestingly, extracted DNA from tri-layered scaffolds matched the DNA content obtained from the native tissues (55 ± 9 vs. 58 ± 7 µg/g wet weight in AV and 51 ± 10 µg/g wet weight in PV) (Fig. 7A). These results suggest that the combination of fibers and micropores in tri-layered scaffolds may provide an appropriate environment for cell growth. Given the constant values of collagen and GAG contents within the single layer fibrous scaffolds from week 2 to week 4, we concluded that fibers alone did not support adequate tissue formation. ECM extraction from tri-layered scaffolds indicated that collagen and GAG content increased considerably with time (P < 0.001 for collagen production reported in each time point, and P < 0.05 for GAG production between time zero and week 2 and 4) (Fig. 7B–C). GAG content extracted from tri-layered scaffolds at week 4, as opposed to single fibrous and microfabricated scaffolds, was similar to those obtained from native tissue ECM extraction which could be due to the similarity between the microstructure of the fabricated composite and the native tissue. Collagen content extracted from tri-layered scaffolds (1154 ± 226 µg/g wet weight) was considerably higher than our previously reported data on double layer PGS microfabricated scaffolds seeded with VICs (681 ± 63 and 615 ± 56 µg/g wet weight, for scaffolds seeded with aortic VICs, and pulmonary VICs, respectively) [28]. Collagen content for the single layered microfabricated PGS scaffold was similar to previous data obtained for laser microfabricated PGS scaffolds seeded with rat fibroblasts (736 ± 193 µg/g wet weight) [28] or values reported by Engelmayr et al. based on smooth muscle cell–seeded scaffolds (546 ± 111 µg/g wet weight for the statically incubated samples and 893 ± 133 µg/g wet weight for the cyclically flexed samples). However, the collagen concentration extracted from engineered tissues was far lower than those measured in native sheep porcine AV and PV. The reported values are consistent with recently measured collagen concentration of porcine AV and PV using the same collagen assay protocol [62]. Considering the results of the previous studies and the current results (4 weeks cultivation of engineered scaffolds particularly in static condition), collagen formation is considerable but yet incomparable with native leaflet collagen concentration.

Prior studies have demonstrated that scaffold structure and porosity affect cell–cell and cell–matrix interactions. Higher porosity and pore interconnectivity provide adequate surface area for cell growth and ECM generation [51]. A relatively lower amount of DNA and higher amount of collagen and GAG extracted from the tri-layered scaffolds resulted in higher collagen/DNA and GAG/DNA values for the composite scaffolds (Supplementary IA–B). This confirmed the hypothesis that the scaffold’s architecture affects the cellular functionality in terms of ECM deposition and tissue formation [27,29,51,54]. This finding could indicate that cell signaling in tri-layered scaffolds switched from a state of proliferation to ECM deposition. The underlying cause might have been the structural arrangement of the tri-layered scaffold, which resembles native heart valves. The GAG/DNA ratios were also comparable with those of native tissues (Supplementary IA), but collagen/DNA values were

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tri-layered scaffolds</th>
<th>Tensile modulus (MPa)</th>
<th>Yield stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Yield strain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PD</td>
<td>XD</td>
<td>PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>3.02 ± 0.59</td>
<td>0.79 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.59 ± 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2wk</td>
<td>2.42 ± 0.54</td>
<td>0.57 ± 0.11</td>
<td>0.65 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4wk</td>
<td>2.83 ± 0.32</td>
<td>0.49 ± 0.15</td>
<td>0.63 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Anisotropy and suture test of the tri-layered scaffolds vs. native tissues. (A) Comparison between the scaffold anisotropy (defined as ratio of stiffness and UTS in PD and XD directions), and the native leaflet’s anisotropy (defined as ratio of stiffness and UTS in CIR and RAD directions); (B–C) Suture retention tests on fabricated scaffolds and the native tissues, demonstrated similar results.
lower than values obtained for native tissues as described above. A comparison between DNA content and ECM protein deposition on tri-layered scaffolds seeded with sheep MSCs and sheep VICs did not demonstrate considerable differences except for an increase in GAG content (obtained after 4 week culture) from VIC-seeded scaffolds (Supplementary II).

3.3. ESEM and immunostaining-histology

The presence of cells and deposited ECM within the pores of the engineered scaffolds were confirmed by ESEM and H&E staining (Fig. 7D–I). To ensure cell migration and tissue formation into the middle layer of the tri-layered scaffolds, ESEM images were taken from the cross-sections of the tri-layered scaffolds, demonstrating that cells formed layers within the 3D structure of the composite scaffolds (Fig. 7F–G). In addition, the majority of the fibers and diamond pores were mostly filled with cells and ECM proteins as shown in Fig. 7D–E. Differences between the native tissue sections and cultivated engineered tissues (Fig. 7H–I), with respect to the presence of ECM could be related to the difference of collagen concentration in engineered tissues vs. native tissues as confirmed by the collagen assays. In addition, delamination of the layers during the cryo-sectioning process could also result in loss of cells and tissues (Fig. 7H–I).

VICs are quiescent in vivo unless activated to transdifferentiate into myofibroblast-like cells, hallmarked by the expression of α-SMA [63] and matrix remodeling enzymes (MMPs, TIMPs, and cathepsins) [13]. The remodeling potential of cells seeded onto our scaffold in vitro was observed by positive staining for α-SMA, indicative of a myofibroblast-like differentiation (Fig. 8A). The network of cells and oriented collagen fibers are important in dictating the mechanical properties of native heart valve leaflets and TEHVs [16,17,27,64]. Cell morphology, alignment and orientation were assessed within the scaffolds after 4 weeks of culture by immunostaining for F-actin and DAPI. On the tri-layered scaffold architecture, MSCs aligned in the preferred direction (toward the fiber direction on the surfaces and the long axis of diamond pores in the middle layer) as assessed by immunostaining for F-actin and DAPI (Fig. 8B–C). The cells were highly aligned along the direction of aligned fibers and along the long dimension of the diamond pores in the middle layer [29]. Considering the collagen and elastin fiber formation in the direction of aligned cells, we were able to conclude that the scaffold anisotropy was preserved (as reflected in the mechanical properties of cell-seeded scaffolds as well) during the degradation of the construct.

One of the critical challenges in using synthetic or biological scaffolds for TEHV is the risk of thrombus formation on the scaffolds, which limits the use of bare scaffolds for implantation. To overcome this problem, previous attempts were made to endothelialize the surface of scaffolds prior to implantation [7,30]. Here, we conducted thrombogenicity assays on our unseeded tri-layered scaffolds based on previously described procedures to investigate the thrombus formation on the fabricated scaffolds [65]. Comparing the images obtained from gelatin coated plates (positive control samples) with tri-layered and fibrous scaffolds, only a minimal number of platelets (red dots) attached to the surfaces of the scaffolds which suggested that the fabricated scaffolds were not prone to thrombus formation (Fig. 8D).

3.4. Functionality test

To evaluate the ability of tri-layered scaffolds to open and close at the site of action, we designed an ex vivo experiment to test the potential of these scaffolds as a leaflet replacement in the PV position of isolated fresh pig hearts (Fig. 9A–C). The pressure in the system was controlled and maintained at 30 mmHg—
Fig. 7. In vitro assessment of tissue formation on engineered scaffolds. (A) DNA content, (B) collagen and (C) GAG production for AV and PV as well as cell-seeded scaffolds (fibrous, microfabricated PGS scaffold and tri-layered composites) cultivated for 4 weeks in vitro. DNA content increased with time for all three scaffolds. Collagen and GAG concentrations increased significantly with time for tri-layered scaffolds while these values were relatively constant for fibrous and microfabricated scaffolds. The ECM content and DNA concentration for cell-seeded tri-layered scaffolds were similar to the native tissue, following 4 weeks of cultivation. (D) Cell monolayers were formed inside of the diamond pores of microfabricated scaffolds and (E) on the surface of fibrous scaffolds as observed in ESEM images. (F–G) ESEM micrographs from the cross-section of cell-seeded tri-layered scaffolds indicated the formation of cell layers inside the diamond pores (scale bars: 100 μm). (H) H&E staining of a native aortic leaflet and (I) a tri-layered scaffold following 4 weeks of cultivation, demonstrated the presence of cells and ECM in each layer of the scaffold, individual layers containing cells are shown as well (**P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001).

Fig. 8. Immunostaining and thrombogenicity of cell-seeded tri-layered scaffolds. (A) α-SMA (green) and DAPI (blue) expression presented on both sides of tri-layered scaffolds. Representative images of MSCs immunostained for actin filaments (green) and nuclei (blue) on the (B) surfaces and (C) middle layers demonstrated that the scaffold structure guided the cell alignment toward the preferred direction in the fibrous and middle layers. (D) Thrombogenicity assay on the tri-layered composite scaffolds, demonstrating minimal platelet adhesion (red dots) on the surface of the scaffolds compared with number of platelets, attached to gelatin coated plates (positive control sample). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
10 mmHg for representing systolic and diastolic pressure respectively by adjusting the water reservoir position. Both single-layered fibrous scaffolds and tri-layered scaffolds were examined as PV single leaflet implants. Tri-layered scaffolds had adequate diastolic leaflet coaptation, whereas single-layered fibrous scaffolds coapted incompletely during diastole observed from endoscopic video images (Supplementary III). This observation could be due to the lower bending stiffness of the thin fibrous structure.

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biomaterials.2014.04.039.

4. Conclusion

In an attempt to engineer functional TEHV constructs, a reasonable initial target is to match the native tissue properties such as mechanical stiffness and anisotropy and cellular and ECM composition and organization. In this study, we developed a biomimetic TEHV which could eliminate the limitations of previously fabricated scaffolds for heart valve regeneration. In particular, by combining a micromolding technology and a directional electrospraying technique, we fabricated a tri-layered scaffold, comprised of diamond-shaped pores and aligned PGS/PCL fibers on the surfaces to emulate the anisotropy and mechanical properties of native leaflets. Both seeded and unseeded scaffolds were mechanically tested and the engineered tissue constructs were characterized for DNA, collagen and GAG content. These scaffolds structurally and mechanically mimicked a number of features of the native leaflet tissue, while providing appropriate support and environmental cues for ECM deposition and cell proliferation. The engineered scaffolds were also able to guide the cellular arrangement due to their unique structure corresponding to native tissue architecture.
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